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                                     Abstract
Recent studies show that the US energy sector’s investment (particularly by the private sector) in technology development and innovation has been declining, lagging behind other sectors in the economy, and mainly focused on the fossil fuel-based areas related to the needs of the oil and gas industry. In this paper, we offer new insights on whether the U.S. energy sector has optimally managed the deployment of different types of slack (unused) resources in pursuing investment in R&D and new technologies vs. existing assets and core efficiencies. Using a multi-industry sample of technology-intensive firms provided by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), our results show that the energy sector’s slack resources and R&D investment profile were, on average, markedly different from those in other sectors. The energy sector did not pursue a balanced investment strategy by simultaneously exploiting existing assets and exploring new opportunities – being ambidextrous. Energy was the most “exploitative” and the least “explorative” sector with the highest (the lowest) average capital expenditures (R&D) intensities among the remaining sectors in the sample. The results also show that, in terms of longer-term profitability, the majority of other technology-intensive sectors have significantly outperformed the energy sector.
From a public policy perspective, our results call for more effective regulatory and tax policies focused on enhancing private-sector investment in energy innovation. We further believe as more adaptable technology intensive companies achieve higher profitability over time, energy firms will be pressured to better manage the balance between their slack resources and investment strategies to achieve higher performance through innovation.
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                             Notes
	1.These estimates do not include any fossil fuel or energy efficiency R&D.


	2.Starting with the 2006 survey year, however, the NSF and the Bureau of the Census implemented a new survey instrument that did not contain any questions about energy R&D investment (NSF 2010a). Hence, the NSF data used by Dooley (2011) covers only the period 1973–2005.


	3.A list of the firms surveyed can be found at http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/CoList.html
                


	4.These four strategy types reflect a continuum of increasing adaptive capability ranging from the reactor (with relatively little adaptive capability) to the prospector (with the highest level of adaptive capability).


	5.Energy sector combines Energy Equipment and Services with Oil, Gas, and Consumable Fuels. Information Technology Services combine the IT Services with Internet Software and Services.


	6.The list of sample firms of nine technology-intensive sectors used in this study is available from the authors upon request.


	7.In the BCG approach, periods of turbulence for a given industry refer to environments when large changes in aggregate demand, competition, operating margins and market expectations occur. In a recent study, Reeves et al. (2012) also use the BCG sample to study corporate sustainability as a dynamic capability.


	8.While Brown and Petersen (2011) use changes in variables, Brown et al. (2009) use levels in their study. The use of changes in variables may be more relevant in a multivariate analysis setting.


	9.In our sample, firms in the energy sector have, on average, maintained significantly lower equity ratios than firms in the comparison group. This pattern of financing is consistent with the differential nature of the investment strategies pursued by the energy sector vs. those in the comparison group (i.e., assets in place vs. growth opportunities, Brown et al. (2009)). The differences in long-term debt behavior are less significant.


	10.In the energy sector, annual number of firm/year observations is evenly distributed throughout the period of 1990–2011 (22 years). Further, the yearly means and standard deviations of energy companies are stable. Accordingly, we did not find any evidence that data availability or variation would affect our findings and conclusion in the paper.


	11.Typically, energy firms possess a higher level of tangible assets than those in the comparison group. However, the impact of asset tangibility on innovation (R&D intensities) is not entirely obvious. Firms with higher levels of tangible assets may choose to focus their investments more on their existing assets. On the other hand, firms with higher tangible assets may face more moderate external financing restrictions due to their lower expected costs of default. In turn, these firms may opt to use their increased external financing advantages to invest more heavily in future growth opportunities and innovation.


	12.Figure 3.4 only shows a mild reduction in the energy sector’s R&D intensity. However, the true reduction in the energy sector’s R&D intensity is masked due to scaling required to include all trend-lines (energy and the control group sectors) in one graph. Using a narrower scaling range, we observe that the energy sector’s R&D intensity did actually decline over the entire period, 1990–2011.
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Appendix 1: BCG Sample Description
Appendix 1: BCG Sample Description
The BCG Adaptive Advantage Index (2012) was created using publicly available data for 2,500 U.S. public companies across a wide range of industries. Each company’s BCG Adaptive Advantage Index score was calculated by measuring the weighted-average outperformance of a company’s market-cap growth rates versus the weighted-average market-cap growth rates in its industry during that industry’s seven most turbulent business quarters from October 2005 through September 2011. Throughout the report, this 6-year period is referred to as 2006–2011. The BCG index categorized companies using the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) which was developed by MSC I and Standard & Poor’s.
Outperformance was measured in terms of market-cap growth rates because market-cap correlates strongly with total shareholder return (TSR) and, ultimately, with value generation. It also conveys information about past and potential future performance; also, market-cap data are available in greater detail than are other measures of performance. The fluctuations of stock market prices, typically over shorter intervals, are mitigated since market-cap growth rates were measured over each quarter and averaged over the 6-year period.
Periods of turbulence were identified for each industry by assessing turbulence in demand, competition, margins, and capital market expectations. Turbulence in demand and margins was measured by the absolute rate of change in industry revenues and EB IT margins, respectively, per quarter. Turbulence in competition was measured by taking the weighted average of the absolute change in companies’ rankings by revenues within an industry each quarter. To account for company size, we weighted the average using company revenues.
Turbulence in the capital market expectations of an industry was measured by taking the weighted average of the standard deviations of daily market-cap growth rates of the industry’s companies over a quarter. To account for company size, we weighted the average using company market-cap.
These four measures were combined and adjusted for any cross-correlations among them to create a net turbulence metric. This net turbulence metric was used to identify the seven most turbulent periods in each industry; the companies’ average relative outperformance in market-cap growth was then calculated during those seven turbulent periods, as outlined above, to determine its index score.
An index score of 105 means that, on average, the company outperformed its industry by 5 % points during a single turbulent quarter – a major achievement in tough times, and a performance effect that can compound significantly over time. If, for example, the turbulent quarters were sequential, such a score would, by compounding over seven quarters, translate into a 41 % outperformance in market-cap growth over the industry. The level of adaptiveness of each company was determined relative to other companies in its industry: in each industry, the top 50 % of companies achieving scores at or above 100 on the adaptiveness index were classified as highly adaptive and the bottom 50 % as adaptive. The ten largest companies (as measured by revenues) in each industry were then selected to compile these tables.
Companies belonging to the financial sector (as designated by GICS codes) were excluded from the index because government intervention in the sector had a distorting effect on the outperformance exhibited by certain companies. Similarly, we excluded companies whose marked increase in outperformance during turbulent periods was coincident with major M&A activity.
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